Weekly thoughts on the healthcare sector from finnCap’s life sciences analysts: Mark Brewer and Arshad Ahad



The following two tables provide the latest updates on the most promising treatments and vaccines being investigated for COVID-19.



An archive of all previous Health Matters editions can be found here.

Source: finnCap. MoA= Mechanism of Action. RCT= Randomised Clinical Trial. Pts= Patients. RA= Rheumatoid Arthritis. SOC= Standard of Care.

UK RECOVERY: World's Largest Randomised Trial


RECOVERY (Randomised Evaluation of COVID-19 Therapy) is the largest randomised placebo-controlled trial in the world, aiming to
recruit 12,000 participants (9,924 have already been recruited), at over 176 NHS sites in the UK.



The trial is evaluating five repurposed drugs: lopinavir-ritonavir, hydroxychloroquine, tocilizumab, low-dose dexamethasone (a type of
steroid used in a range of conditions typically to reduce inflammation) and azithromycin (a commonly used antibiotic).



The drugs included were based on an assessment criteria that considered drugs that had theoretical reasons to believe they may work,
a known safety profile, and enough supply for a large trial.



The trial design is dynamic, with the expectation that drugs will be added or removed as evidence changes and new candidates are
developed.

Source: finnCap, mRNA= Messenger Ribonucleic acid. NIAID= US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

Open Orphan*: Developing the World's first COVID-19 Challenge Model


On May 11, finnCap was appointed as joint broker to Open Orphan (AIM: ORPH). As discussed in Health Matters May 1, Open Orphan
can expedite the testing of vaccines and antivirals against COVID-19.



Its subsidiary, hVIVO is the world leader in the provision of challenge studies, which involve deliberately infecting healthy volunteers
with an infectious disease, while in quarantine, and then returning them to healthy.



Challenge studies can greatly fast track testing, with reduced costs and fewer volunteers required. And unlike conventional Phase I
studies, challenge studies include valuable efficacy endpoints that guide decisions on how to optimise subsequent field studies.



For comparison, it is unknown whether the ChAdOx1 Oxford trial will take 2 months or 6 months, and this is because it is necessary for
a number of the study participants to naturally become infected with COVID-19, and the time required for this to happen cannot be
predicted. Timing will depend on levels of viral transmission in the community. The trial lead stated: “We are chasing the end of this
current epidemic wave, if we don’t catch that, we won’t be able to tell whether the vaccine works in the next few months".

A human viral challenge model. Source: Respiratory Research
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